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Designing A Datacenter Architecture

Network topology? Routing? Congestion Control?
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Abstract— We explore a novel, free-space optics based
approach for building data center interconnects. It uses
a digital micromirror device (DMD) and mirror assembly
combination as a transmitter and a photodetector on top of
the rack as a receiver (Figure 1). Our approach enables all
pairs of racks to establish direct links, and we can recon-
figure such links (i.e., connect different rack pairs) within
12 µs. To carry traffic from a source to a destination rack,
transmitters and receivers in our interconnect can bedynam-
ically linked in millions of ways. Wedevelop topology con-
struction and routing methods to exploit this flexibility, in-
cluding a flow scheduling algorithm that is a constant fac-
tor approximation to the offline optimal solution. Experi-
ments with a small prototype point to the feasibility of our
approach. Simulations using realistic data center workloads
show that, compared to the conventional folded-Clos inter-
connect, our approach can improve mean flow completion
time by 30–95% and reduce cost by 25–40%.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The traditional way of designing data center (DC)

networks—electrical packet switches arranged in a multi-
tier topology—has a fundamental shortcoming. The design-
ers must decide in advance how much capacity to provision
between top-of-rack (ToR) switches. Depending on the pro-
visioned capacity, the interconnect is either expensive (e.g.,
with full-bisection bandwidth) or it limitsapplication perfor-
mance when demand between two ToRs exceeds capacity.
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Figure1: ProjecToR interconnect with unbundled trans-
mit (lasers) and receive (photodetectors) elements.
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ProjecToR FSO Yes 18,432 12 µs

Table 1: Proper ties of reconfigurable interconnects.

Many researchers have recognized this shortcoming and
proposed reconfigurable interconnects, using technologies
that are able to dynamically change capacity between pairs
of ToRs. The technologies that they have explored include
optical circuit switches(OCS) [16,25,26,33,37,38], 60 GHz
wireless [23,40], and free-space optics (FSO) [22].

However, our analysis of traffic from four diverse pro-
duction clusters shows that current approaches lack at least
two of threedesirableproperties for reconfigurable intercon-
nects: 1) Seamlessness: few limits on how much network
capacity can be dynamically added between ToRs; 2) High
fan-out: direct communication from a rack to many others;
and 3) Agility: low reconfiguration time.

Table 1 compares the existing reconfigurable intercon-
nectswith respect to thesethreeproperties. Most approaches
(rows 1–3) are not seamless because they use a second, re-
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ABSTRACT

Conventional static datacenter (DC) network designsoffer extreme
cost vs. performancetradeoffs—simple leaf-spinenetworksarecost-
effective but oversubscribed, while “ fat tree”-like solutions offer
good worst-case performance but are expensive. Recent results
make a promising case for augmenting an oversubscribed network
with reconfigurable inter-rack wireless or optical links. Inspired
by the promise of reconfigurability, this paper presents FireFly, an
inter-rack network solution that pushes DC network design to the
extreme on three key fronts: (1) all links are reconfigurable; (2) all
links are wireless; and (3) non top-of-rack switches are eliminated
altogether. This vision, if realized, can offer significant benefits in
termsof increased flexibility, reduced equipment cost, and minimal
cabling complexity. In order to achievethisvision, weneed to look
beyond traditional RF wireless solutions due to their interference
footprint which limits rangeand datarates. Thus, wemakethecase
for using free-space optics (FSO). We demonstrate the viability of
this architecture by (a) building a proof-of-concept prototype of a
steerable small form factor FSO device using commodity compo-
nentsand (b) developing practical heuristics to addressalgorithmic
and system-level challenges in network design and management.
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1 Introduction

A robust data center (DC) network must satisfy several goals: high
throughput [13,23], low equipment and management cost [13,40],
robustness to dynamic traffic patterns [14, 26, 48, 52], incremen-
tal expandability [18, 45], low cabling complexity [37], and low
power and cooling costs. With respect to cost and performance,
conventional designs are either (i) overprovisioned to account for
worst-case traffic patterns, and thus incur high cost (e.g., fat-trees
or Clos networks [13, 16, 23]), or (ii) oversubscribed (e.g., simple
trees or leaf-spine architectures [1]) which incur low cost but offer
poor performance due to congested links.
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Figure 1: High-level view of the FireFly architecture. The only
switches are the Top-of-Rack (ToR) switches.

Recent work suggests a promising middleground that augments
an oversubscribed network with a few reconfigurable links, using
either 60 Ghz RF wireless [26, 52] or optical switches [48]. In-
spired by the promise of these flexible DC designs,1 we envision a
radically different DC architecture that pushes the network design
to the logical extreme on three dimensions: (1) All inter-rack links
areflexible; (2) All inter-rack links are wireless; and (3) we get rid
of the coreswitching backbone.

Thisextremevision, if realized, promisesunprecedented qualita-
tive and quantitativebenefits for DC networks. First, it can reduce
infrastructurecost without compromising on performance. Second,
flexibility increases the effective operating capacity and can im-
prove application performance by alleviating transient congestion.
Third, it unburdens DC operators from dealing with cabling com-
plexity and its attendant overheads (e.g., obstructed cooling) [37].
Fourth, it can enable DC operators to experiment with, and bene-
fit from, new topology structures that would otherwise remain un-
realizable due to cabling costs. Finally, flexibly turning links on
or off can take us closer to the vision of energy proportionality
(e.g., [29]).

This paper describes FireFly,2 a first but significant step toward
realizing this vision. Figure 1 shows ahigh-level overview of Fire-
Fly. Each ToR isequipped with reconfigurablewirelesslinkswhich
can connect to other ToR switches. However, we need to look
beyond traditional radio-frequency (RF) wireless solutions (e.g.,
60GHz) as their interference characteristics limit range and capac-
ity. Thus, weenvision anew use-case for Free-Space Optical com-
munications (FSO) as it can offer high data rates (tens of Gbps)
over long ranges using low transmission power and with zero in-
terference [31]. Thecentralized FireFly controller reconfigures the
topology and forwarding rules to adapt to changing traffic patterns.

Whileprior work made thecase for using FSO links in DCs [19,
28], these fail to establish aviablehardwaredesign and also do not
address practical network design and management challenges that

1Weuse the termsflexible and reconfigurable interchangeably.
2FireFly stands for Free-space optical Inter-Rack nEtwork with
high FLexibilitY.



Deployability

➡Cabling complexity

➡Operations cost

➡Equipment costs

➡”Easy to reason about”

➡…

Designing A Datacenter Architecture

Performance

➡Throughput

➡Resiliency to failures

➡Path diversity

➡Flow completion time

➡…



What Is The “RIGHT” Datacenter 
Architecture?
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In This (and the next) Talk

• Reaching that upper-right corner entails 
designing “expander datacenters” 

• Xpander: a tangible and near-optimal
datacenter design 

• Next talk: Theoretical advances in the field of  
expander datacenters



Expander Datacenters

• An expander datacenter architecture:

➡Utilizes an expander graph as its network 

topology (see next slide + Michael’s talk)

➡Employs multi-path routing to exploit path 

diversity



S V\S

• A graph is called an “expander graph” if  it has 

“good” edge expansion

• Intuition: In a d-regular graph, with constant edge 
expansion c, there are at least |S|c links crossing any cut 
(S,V\S)

➡ We want  high values of  c (ideally ~d/2)

➡ Traffic is never bottlenecked at small set of  links

➡ Many paths between any source/destination pairs

Expander Graphs: Intuition



➡ Support higher traffic loads

➡ More resilient to failures

➡ Support more servers with less network 

devices

➡ Multiple short-paths between hosts

➡ Incrementally expandable

Expander Datacenters Achieve 

Near-Optimal Performance



Our Evaluation

➡ Theoretical analyses

➡ Flow- and packet-level simulations

➡ Experiments on a network emulator

➡ Experiments on an SDN-capable 

network



Expander Datacenters ARE The 
State-Of-The-Art Datacenters
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Random Graph
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Breaking news! 
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CAN WE HAVE IT ALL?

A well structured 

design

Near optimal 

performance

YES! :)



Deployability

➡Cabling complexity

➡Operations cost

➡Equipment costs

➡”Could reason about”

➡…

Designing A Datacenter Architecture

Performance

➡Throughput

➡Resiliency to failures

➡Path diversity

➡Flow completion time

➡…

Expander 

Datacenter

Deployment-

Oriented

Construction
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Leverages a deterministic graph-theoretic 

construction of expanders [BL ’06]
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Xpander Datacenter Architecture

Topology

Routing K-Shortest Paths

Congestion 

Control
DCTCP [SIGCOMM’10]

ToR ToR
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➡ Support higher traffic loads

➡ More resilient to failures

➡ Support more servers with less network 

devices

➡ Multiple short-paths between hosts

➡ Incrementally expandable

Expander datacenters Achieve Near-

Optimal performance



Datacenter Throughput

• How much traffic can a datacenter network 
support?

oThe network is modelled as a capacitated graph 
G=(V,E,c) coupled with a demand matrix D

oThe maximum-concurrent-flow aD is the maximum a
such that each commodity in D sends exactly an a
of  its demand

oCommon selections of  D: All-to-All, Permutation, 
Many-to-One, and One-to-Many



Near Optimal All-To-All Throughput

Theorem: In the all-to-all setting, the throughout of any d-

regular expander G on n vertices is within a factor of 

O(logd) of that of the throughput-optimal d-regular graph 

on n vertices
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Observation: In any d-regular expander (with edge expansion 

>=1), any two vertices are connected by exactly d edge-disjoint 

paths.

Resilience To Failures



Datacenter Traffic

• Datacenter traffic is unpredictable
oDifferent tenants want different things

oVarying degree of  mixture between long and short 
flows

• With different types of  skewness (i.e., 
percentage of  chatty servers)
oCould range between a uniform to highly skewed 

distributions



Near-Optimal Throughput Even 

Against Adversarial Traffic!
Theorem 1: Throughput of any expander on n vertices is a logarithmic 

(in n) factor away from the optimum with respect to any traffic pattern

Theorem 2: For any d-regular graph G on n vertices there is some traffic 

matrix under which the throughput of G is a logarithmic (in n) factor 

away from the optimum

Distance from Optimum Xpander

throughput<80% <1% 

80% ≤ throughput <85% 2.3%

85% ≤ throughput <90% 16.14%

90% ≤ throughput <95% 44.48%

95% ≤ throughput 36.61%



Dynamic Networks: Set Up 
Network Connections On The Fly



Are Static Networks Irrelevant?

• Are fewer but flexible ports better than many 
cheaper static ones?

• Do static networks need sophisticated 
routing/congestion control schemes to match 
the performance of  dynamic networks?

We show that Xpander attains performance 

comparable to state-of-the-art dynamic networks at a 

comparable cost!

This and more in our new SIGCOMM paper 



Deploying A New Datacenter 
Architecture

• Need to address the concerns of  IT managing the 
datacenter, mainly:

oKeeping changes to the protocol stack to a minimum: 
DCTCP as the congestion control mechanism and K-
Shortest paths routing

oMinimize cabling complexity (see next slide)

oHave the ability to increase the datacenter size
More on this in Michael’s talk (coming up next)



Cabling Xpander

➡ Place ToRs of each meta-node in close proximity

➡ Bundle cables between two meta-nodes

➡ Use color-coding to distinguish between different 

meta-nodes and bundles of cables

No links 

within the 

same 

meta-

node

Same 

number 

of links 

between 

every two 

meta-

nodes

ToR ToR

ToR

ToR



Conclusion

• We show that expander datacenters outperform 

traditional datacenters

✓ Sheds light on past results about random and low-

diameter datacenter networks

• We present Xpander, a novel datacenter architecture

✓ Suggests a tangible alternative to today’s datacenter 

architectures

✓ Achieves near-optimal performance



Thank you!
Questions?


